
Scoring 100 for biology is not a very big task if you have the determination 
and if you work sincerely and honestly . Biology is a scorable subject 
provided you have to plan and manage your time.  

Here are some preparation tips to score a perfect 100 in class 12 boards: 

Just follow the NCERT text book understand the topics well . “Consider NCERT 

like a holy book” use reference books only for clearing doubts. 

Biology is a content heavy course and will require multiple readings of NCERT text 

book as often as possible, do not try to memorize it but try to understand the 

processes. Revise the course at least three times 

 Lets have a look on the distribution of theory marks in biology so that you can make 

a strategy to take the board exam. 

 

It is advisable to first revise unit number one, three and five which are 

Reproduction, Biology in Human Welfare and Ecology and Environmental Issues, 

respectively. Together these comprise 42 marks out of 70. These units contain 

direct information and facts along with figurative description and should be 

practiced in written. 

Unit number two i.e Genetics and Evolution, on the other hand, require exhaustive 

and comprehensive understanding of concepts to score well in board examination. A 

good command over Genetics will not only stand you in a good stead but will also 

assist in a better understanding of unit four i.e. Biotechnology and its Applications. 

Your answers must be in sync with the expected pattern and be informative at the 

same time. It should be written in points in accordance with the number of marks a 

question carries. One should always refrain from writing lengthy and detailed 

answers and focus more on writing in points or stepwise.  



Apart from that, you can make your answers presentable by representing the 

important facts and keywords with the help of properly drawn and labeled diagrams, 

flowcharts, tables, etc. 

Remember to go through the previous year questions along with answer key they 

are really helpful. 

Writing sample papers and model exams too would be beneficial. As exam nears 

practice one sample paper per day and write complete answers 

When you write the exam be careful to read the question properly , as in biology 

board exams careless mistakes are also common . 

Lastly one very important point do not take stress, keep yourself  happy and 

motivated throughout . 

These are some of the few things you need to really care as far as biology boards 

are concerned………………………. 

All the very best for you exams! 
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